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Abstract - There is a diversity offrameworks and methodologiesfor enablers for static representation of the architecture, enablers
enabling architecture developments. Static representation for creating an executable model of the architecture and
frameworks provide a standardized way to communicate the enablers for logical, behavioral and performance evaluation
architecture to stakeholders, but do not provide means to analyze ofthe architecture [10].
the system states and system behavior. Therefore, there is a need to
convert static representation frameworks to executable models. The Atgood balanc is tics, analytitechniques and
aim of this paper is to present Artificial Life approaches as a inegrated model cessry asearcietng toolstfor
methodology for understanding behavior of System of Systems. For SoS Specifically, model-centric frameworks and executable
this, an Artificial Life based framework for modeling System of models become important tools for SoS analysis and
Systems is presented. The framework comprises cognitive architecting as they provide insights to SoS architecture
architectures embedded in multi-agent models. Financial markets behavior. Static representation frameworks [6] provide a
are selected as an analysis domain to demonstrate the framework standardized way to communicate the architecture to
since they are a good example of self-organizing systems that are stakeholders, but do not provide means to analyze the system
nonproprietary and exhibit emergence on a grand scale. From the states and emergent behavior. Therefore, there is a need to
Artificial Life Framework trader-based architectures areformulated convert static representation fameworks to executable
as models to analyze system level behavior. The Artificial Life based conerst rePresentati mews to eecutable
framework provides a flexible way of modeling sub-systems of moelemodels hvbeud
System of Systems and it captures the adaptive and emergent executable models [1, 6].
behavior ofthe system. It is feasible to understand any System of Systems as an

artificial complex adaptive system. The relation of SoS
Keywords - Architecting Frameworks, Executable Modeling, characteristics and Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS)
Artificial Life, Financial Markets characteristics are outlined in [2]. Artificial life tools have

been successfully used in analysis of Complex Adaptive
I. INTRODUCTION Systems. Since System of Systems is collections of several

Complex Adaptive Systems, we can utilize these tools for
A dynamically changing meta-architecture for System of analysis of SoS behavior.

Systems can be defined as a collection of different complex The aim of this paper is to present Artificial Life
adaptive systems that are readily available to be plugged into framework as a methodology for generating executable
evolvable net-centric communications architecture. The models for SoS and analyze the affect of different
challenge is to identify the right collection of systems that architecture changes on the overall system behavior.
will collaborate to satisfy the client requirements. This shifts Financial markets are selected as an analysis domain to
the focus from component and individual system level demonstrate the framework since they are a good example of
architecting to meta-level architecting. System-of-systems self-organizing systems that are nonproprietary and exhibit
(SoS) architecture is not just the technical architecture of the SoS characteristics, specifically emergence on a grand scale.
system, but the higher level meta-architecture that integrates The rest of the paper is organized such that Section 2
the physical architecture, the stakeholders, development and describes the Artificial Life framework for System of
deployment considerations into an integrated framework. Systems analysis, Section 3 demonstrates the framework for

There is a diversity of architecture frameworks and analysis of financial markets and Section 4 provides system
methodologies for enabling architecture developments. The behavior analysis for different sub-system architectures.
fundamental goal of all these enablers is to capture a detailed Finally, section 5 concludes the paper with the value of this
description of the SoS architecture based on different framework and future research directions.
architectural views, develop an implementation process by
utilizing available technological options and knowledge, and II. APPPROACH: AN ARTIFICIAL LIFE FRAMEWORK
then conduct performance evaluations. The architecture
enablers can be classified into three types based on their The framework as illustrated in Figure 1 consists of
support on the architecture design process. These are mainly several layers to capture different architectural views of the
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System of Systems. It consists of several layers for modeling oSB=
different components of systems. Layering the framework is Lve

important for keeping the architecture simple at each layer.
Therefore, the framework consists of several layers: Dynamics Semantics Selectionciteria
computational intelligence tools, mechanism modules,
cognitive architecture, agent level, environment level and
systemlevel.ubs§6fI

Computational intelligence and other analytical methods
are utilized to design mechanism modules to represent the Per_epin
lowest level architectural components of sub-systems. Thesee.[9].i
mechanism modules can vary from leamring capabilities to
other domain specific capabilities such as attention, bias,
associative memory etc. These modules are used to design
different sub-system architectures. Cognitive architectures [5]
are utilized at the cognitive level because they represent a
promising approach to explaining mental processes andiaen ter
human behavior with error generation mechanisms. Sloman's Associative memory lmitation
cognitive architecture [9] is selected at this level because it is v
a generic cognitive architecture framework that has theFiue1ArfcalLeFamwk
flexibility and modularity to be integrated with multi-agent III. MARKET SYSTEMS
architectures. Besides, various sub-system level architectures
can be created utilizing this architecture. The cognitive Sse-fssesaentawy rae ihadrce

architecturistas i redactivelaye hTe t
mission can also be created by the collaboration of its usersenvironment states immediately. The deliberative layerenvironment~..delibrativ laye [4]. One example of such a system iS the financial market

conducts reasoning activities such as planning, scheduling
etc. The meta-management layer controls the activities of the organization. The market organization and the rules for
lower layers. The architecture provides means to model the trading at the market create a meta-architecture. Traders are

intelligence and independent behavior capabilities of the sub- connected to the market trading grid through some

systems. communication architecture and different system dynamics
On the other hand, multi-agent models [3] are a suitable are observed based on trader behaviors. The way the traders

tool for modeling SoS because they provide means of are connected to this architecture and their behavior form the

integration for the social, information and physical market SoS architecture. Other SoS market architectures can

components of SoS. At the agent level, various agent be created by connection of other systems such as trust funds
architectures are designed utilizing the cognitive architecture etc. Figure 2 illustrates the market meta-architecture concept.
as the blueprint. These agents (Sub-systems) need physical Market Meta-architecture
interface to function. The environment level captures the
physical architecture of SoS. At this level the dynamics of the Traderl aLto Trader4
environment such as physical laws, rules of engagement of
the environment, operational context is specified. These rules

Trading XrXd
model the static characteristics of the environment and scope Trader 2 Modular NASDAQ TAdatable Trader n-I
the type of behaviors that are allowed in that environment.
The artifacts that agents can utilize to communicate the
semantics of system laws among themselves are also

Trader 3identified at this level. Finally, the selection criteria for Trader n

adaptation are also determined for selecting the successful Price Formation Trading rules

actions in that environment.
The environment model of the framework and the way the

agents are connected to the environment model create the Figure2: Market Meta-architecture
meta-architecture of the SoS. The system level of the
framwr (mli-gn moel crae an exctal model Analysis architecture for financial markets is designed to
frtmet-rchitet which cates th emergen system demonstrate the framework as an executable model. Different

l beairofthe meta-architecture r

By utilizinsysth architectures can be designed based on the system abstractionlevel behaviTr oO the meta-arcnltecture. Bsy utilizdle tr r a

Lifeframworkfor nalyis ffiancilmaketsby lelarniongsehanismam ndbiastecmpehnism Larningwclsubsifier



systems are used from the computational intelligence toolbox At the environment level, the financial market trading
to design the learning mechanism. Traders' trading strategies rules and market price formation mechanism provides a
are encoded as rule-based (condition; action) form. The physical interface for traders to function. In this market, there
mechanism selects the decision action, rewards the successful is one stock for trading and the stock gives dividends at
actions afterwards and utilizes genetic algorithms to discover certain intervals. Investors take one of three different
new trading strategies for the evolving market environment. decisions: They can take a long position where they buy stock
Detailed description of the learning mechanism module at the current market price and then sell at a higher price to
design can be found in [4]. make profit. They can take a short position where they sell

Markov process based model is used to design the bias the stock at the current price and then buy the stock at a lower
mechanism. The bias mechanism mimics the conservative price (cover position) to make profit. They can also choose
and trend following biased behavior of traders observed in not to trade.
real markets. The bias mechanism assumes the market is in Response to excess demand determines the price of the
two states, the conservative and trend following states and stock. Market demand and supply from each trader are
selects the decision action based on the selected market state. summed, and if there is excess demand, the price of the stock
Detailed description of the bias mechanism module can be is increased by a constant amount. If there is excess supply,
found in [4]. the price is decreased by a amount.

At the cognitive level, two different trader architectures At the meta-architecture level, aggregate demand/supply
are designed to analyze the effect of these mechanisms on the from all traders connected to the trading grid is calculated.
overall system behavior. In one model, trader cognitive The market price is adjusted and other market indicators are
architecture consists of the learning mechanism at the updated and revealed to all traders. This cycle continues
deliberative reasoning layer. In another model, trader through each trading period.
architecture combines the bias model and the learning Different market dynamics are observed at the systems
mechanism. Traders have trading strategies that evolve based level based on the two different sub-system architectures
on market dynamics, but they also have a bias model that outlined in this section. Following section discusses the
interrupts their learning mechanism. Figure 3a and Figure 3b results.
illustrates the cognitive architecture alternatives tested to
analyze the market system behavior. IV. SYSTEM BEH1AVIOR ANALYSIS

Perception Trading The two cognitive architectures are tested by generating
executable models using AnyLogic simulation software. For

Long both cases 100 traders are generated and the simulations are
_Ml.=eta-management conducted for 1000 trading periods. For artificial financial

A IiS markets, a benchmark is useful for comparing the simulation
--I F--

Short results. Homogenous rational expectations equilibrium is
ReasnIng Iutilized as the benchmark for comparison of results [8].

Figure 4 shows the price formation for the first trader
- L Leami Classifier<No architecture alternative which consists of only the learning

L. lmechanism. The rational expectations equilibrium model
(REEM) price is also shown on the graph for comparison.

The Market The dark thick red line represents the model price formation,
whereas the thin green line represents the REEM price

Figure 3a. Trader Architecture 1 formation for the same market structure.
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Figure 4: Effect of Trader Architecture 2 on Market Dynamics



In this case, the model price and REEM price follow each have a stochastic trend and are not linearly related. This test
other closely. The price dynamics are also similar where the also reveals that the Artificial Life models conforms in some
model price increases as the REEM price increases. However, respects to real-life financial market behavior.
there are periods when the model price deviates from the
REEM price. Table 1: Statistical Properties of the Artificial Price Series

Figure 5 shows the price formation for the second trader
architecture alternative which consists of a learning Kurtosis Skewness Mean Standard
mechanism and a bias mechanism. The probability of a trader
using bias mechanism is set to 80%. In this case, the model Deviation
price at some point in the simulation gets close to REEM Architecture 1 4.33 -1.48 82.85 1.85
price, but after some time the price drastically deviates from
the REEM price. Also, the model price dynamics moves - Architecture2 -1.65 0.29 89.14 9.38
towards an upward trend, whereas the REEM price dynamics
fluctuates. Since the bias mechanism dominates the trader
behavior, the drastic deviation from the REEM price is an
expected outcome. The learning mechanism is not successful V. CONCLUSION
enough to pull the market back to the REEM price dynamics.

The need for better upper level descriptive and analysis
125 frameworks is a challenging area in SoS studies. The
11 Price motivation behind this study was to develop an analysis
,,05 framework that integrates physical, information, cognitive
950 W 1 |and social components of SoS. The study presents Artificial
90- v Life based framework for modeling and analysis of emergent

85-'Ei.3: .R : iw>.:. l::.6 :.6 behavior of SoS architectures. The framework comprises
70- hi 6 '] F 1-g0>y--0---0 - -- jr 1 6 S Scognitive architectures embedded in multi-agent models.

60 . 1 1 Various computational intelligence tools can be utilized to
55- design mechanism modules, which can be incorporated into
45- the cognitive architecture. This type of framework provides a
40-

35- flexible and modular way ofmodeling sub-systems of System
25- of Systems and captures the adaptive and emergent behavior
20 Time of the system architecture. Specifically, a combination of

24 6 8101214161820222426283032343638 40 4244 4648 505254 56586062646668707274767880828486889092949698100 104108112116 120 deliberative and reactive reasoningprovidesa flexible
architecture for modeling sub-systems of SoS.

Figure 5. Effect of Trader Architecture 2 on Market Dynamics Two trader-based system architectures are derived from
the Artificial Life framework for analysis of financial market

The statistical properties of the artificial price series behavior. One of the alternative architectures utilizes learning
indicate whether the artificial series can successfully capture classifiers as reasoning and learning mechanism. Another
the real market characteristics. The statistical properties of combines the Markov process based bias model and the
the price series generated from the two different system learning classifier based learning model into one hybrid
architectures are provided in Table 1. The statistical analyses model. Both alternative architectures are embedded into an
show that the price is not normally distributed in both agent-based financial market model to analyze the effect of
systems because the kurtosis and skewness values are non- the trader architecture on market dynamics. The system
zero values. It is known that real market time series are not behavior analyses reveal that when a learning mechanism
normally distributed. Therefore, both system architectures dominates the trader behavior, the model price and price
capture a portion of the real market characteristics. System dynamics closely follow the REEM price dynamics. When
architecture 1 which is based on trader architecture 1 has the bias mechanism dominates the trader behavior, the model
positive kurtosis value (leptokurtosis) which confirms that price and dynamics drastically deviate from the REE price
this market exhibits the fat tail phenomenon observed in real dynamics. Both alternatives illustrate that the models derived
markets. Therefore, the fist architecture captures additional from the Artificial Life framework can capture the real
real market characteristics and conforms in some respects to market price series characteristics.
real-life financial market behavior. The model derived from the framework contributes to

The Dickey-Fuller test is another test to analyze the understanding the market behavior and potential sources of
artificial time series and shows whether a unit root is present deviation from efficient market equilibrium. Different
in an autoregressive model. Time series are autoregressive architecture alternatives can be designed utilizing this
models. If the unit root is present, the time series is said to framework. The framework provides a suitable way oftesting
have a stochastic trend. The Dickey-Fuller tests conducted on alternative architectures in terms of physical, social and
both artificial time series reveal that both scenarios tend to behavioral perspectives.



This type of framework is especially beneficiary during
what-if analysis of systems and can minimize cascading
failures of systems by capturing different emergent behaviors
of system architectures.

Both structural and executable models are required for
comprehension of SoS. Simulation tools that combine various
modeling paradigms should be used in analysis of SoS to
capture different behavioral views. Future studies of this
framework should focus on how the framework can be
integrated with structural and other system analysis
frameworks.
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